Healthcare Quality Week 2020 Team Drawing

Prizes

- Ten (10) GrubHub gift cards for a team lunch during Healthcare Quality Week (HQW) and a virtual live Q&A with a NAHQ senior leader during Fall 2020

How to Enter

- Submit the official HQW 2020 healthcare quality team form

Rules

- The sweepstakes runs from 12:00 PM CT on Friday, September 25 through 11:59 PM CT on Monday, October 12.
- Winners will be randomly selected on Tuesday, October 13.
- Any and all submissions are subject to posting on NAHQ social media channels, email and website as well as the virtual HQW platform.
- There is a limit of ten winners.
- Winners have three (3) business days to collect their prize.
- Prizes are non-transferable to other individuals.
- Prizes cannot be substituted for other events or products.
- Prizes are only applicable within the 48 contiguous United States.
- The virtual live Q&A will take place during an agreed upon date and time between NAHQ senior leadership and the winners.
- GrubHub gift cards will cover a lunch for up to 10 people.
- Additional information will be provided to winners upon acceptance of prizes.
- No purchase necessary.
- Purchase does not enhance chance of winning.
- Void where prohibited.